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A Best Practice: Choices and Self-Direction
in Adult Faith Formation (Part II)

In GEMS #90 and our last newsletter, we explored some endeavors in
offering choice and self-direction in faith formation opportunities for families
and in adult faith formation in our parishes.
Because of so many advantages and various tools available to us today, we
can provide adult faith formation with the opportunity for personalized and
customized learning and faith growth, giving adults an active role in
shaping their own learning and moving along their own personal trajectories of
faith growth. Personalizing faith formation is tailoring learning around each
adult’s strengths, needs and interests – including enabling choice in what, how,
when and where people learn, growing in faith and discipleship.
This issue will continue the exploration of personalized and customized
learning and faith growth by looking at one approach: personal pathways
for adults.

What is the Pathways Model?
A Pathways Model is a process
for helping people discern where
they are in their faith journey and
to chart a path for faith growth –
to get from where they are to a
closer relationship with Jesus and
a deeper practice of the Catholic
faith.
People should be able to
clearly understand where they are in their faith journey and their next steps in
faith growth. They don’t have to do everything, they just need to do the one
next thing.
A pathway
 is life-centered, reaching into every area of a person’s life
(relationships, family life, life transitions, marriage, parenting, financial



is holistic, incorporating the whole person: head, heart, and hands



focuses on faith maturing. The goal of a Pathway is to develop
disciples and promote faith growth. A Pathway is created around the
church’s vision of discipleship and mature faith, identifying
characteristics of faith maturing that can be used for people to discern
their faith journey and chart a path for growth.

Designing a Pathways Model
One possible way of designing a pathways approach would be:
1) Identifying a target audience(s)
2) Describing their life stage and religious-spiritual characteristics
3) Identifying how and where you will use the Pathways model
 Sacraments/milestones
 RCIA, evangelization, and new member processes
 Gathered adult faith formation programming
 Affinity groups
 On-ramps where people might start the discipleship journey
4) Developing the content for the Pathways
 Life and faith characteristics of the target audience
 Characteristics of mature faith
5) Developing a “discernment continuum” that gives people a way to
reflect on their current growth, e.g.:
 Inquiring, Getting Started, Making Progress and Going
Deeper
 How true is each statement for you: 1=not true from me,
3=somewhat true for me, 5=very true for me
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Bear
Creek
United
Methodist
Church,
Houston,
TX
(https://www.lifelongfaith.com/uploads/5/1/6/4/5164069/mapping_your_s
piritual_journey.pdf) provides an assessment tool to help adults determine
where they are on their spiritual journey as a disciple.

Various churches explain the four “steps” or “levels” or “places” of where
people are in different ways, for instance:
 Inquiring, Getting Started, Making Progress and Going Deeper
 planting, nurturing, shaping, and sharing
 exploring, getting started, going deeper, and centering
 believing in Christ, growing in Christ, close to Christ, and Christcentered

Adults are invited to:
 Complete the 48 statements based on their immediate reaction.

Flowing from their name, Bear Creek United Methodist Church has used:
standing on the shore, wading in, splashing around, and diving in.

Four Examples of the Pathway Model



Transfer their answers to the sheet, Getting Your Bearings, which
places their answers (and totals) in three categories: Worship, Walk
and Work.

The tool then provides four possibilities of “Where You Are on Your
Journey”: standing on the shore, wading in, splashing around and diving in. In
each of the areas - Worship, Walk, Work – and for each of the four “places,”
suggestions of ways of growth are given; for example:
Where you are on your journey
If your total
in any area
was…
You are …

0 – 28

29-48

49-67

68-80

Standing on
the Shore

Wading In

Splashing
Around

Diving In

Walk
Work

Who are you?




What do you need now for the journey?






BC 101,
Sunday School
classes
Service
Opportunities

How to Read
the
Bible/How to
Pray

Epic of Eden

Christian Life
Studies
Everyday
Ethics

Spiritual
Disciplines
Everyday
Evangelism;
Spiritual Gifts

Help in developing a relationship with Jesus Christ
Compelling worship experiences that stretch them upward
A sense of belonging
Help in understanding the Bible in a deeper way
Leaders who model spiritual growth

Wading In (Growing in Christ)


Alpha

People who do not have a relationship with Jesus Christ and/or are
not involved in the life of a church
People we do not know personally or as a congregation
People not connected to Bear Creek UMC

Who are you?

To move
forward,
try…

Worship

Standing on the Shore (Exploring Christ)

Disciple,
Christian
Believer, Jesus
and the
Gospels
Bible Studies
Leadership
101





People with some level of contact with Bear Creek UMC but have not
become full participants in the life of our church
People who are on board with the core beliefs of our faith
People becoming more comfortable with spiritual practices and
poised to grow spiritually
People who are hesitant to make their faith known to people outside
of church

What do you need now for the journey?




Help in developing a personal relationship with Christ
Help in understanding the Bible in greater depth
Church leaders who model spiritual growth
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Compelling worship experiences that stretch them upward
Challenge to grow and move onward in faith

Making a Splash (Close to Christ)

Who are you?






https://www.lifelongfaith.com/uploads/5/1/6/4/5164069/faith_growth_pat
hway__central_umc_.pdf) has used a gardening image to explore four
different “places” people might be in their faith journey: planting, nurturing,
shaping, and sharing as they connect with God, connect with others, and
changing our world with God’s love.

People who have made a commitment to Bear Creek UMC and are
actively involved in the life of the church
People making their relationship with Jesus part of everyday life
People who are confident of God’s presence and power
People who connect daily with God through personal spiritual
practices
People beginning to show signs of spiritual transformation

What do you need now for the journey?






Help in understanding the Bible in greater depth
Help in developing a personal relationship with Christ
Church leaders who model spiritual growth
Challenge to grow and move onward in faith
Encouragement to take personal responsibility for spiritual growth

Diving In (Christ-Centered)

Who are you?




People who are in love with God and exhibit the love of Christ in
every facet of their lives as they serve through Bear Creek UMC
People who tithe, serve, and evangelize as a way of life
People willing to risk everything for Christ

What do you need now for the journey?






Help in understanding the Bible in greater depth
Help in developing a personal relationship with Christ
Church leaders who model spiritual growth
Challenge to grow and move onward in faith
Encouragement to take personal responsibility for spiritual growth

The leadership of Central United Methodist Church in Waterford, MI
(http://waterfordcumc.org/worship/faith-pathway/ and

As this chart (pathway) is completed on their website, people will be able to
click on each square to find suggestions for formation and activities for
growth.

Central United Methodist Church, Fayetteville, AR provides a tool
for suggested pathways in a pamphlet form as well as on their website where it
can be downloaded (http://centraltolife.com/pathways/)
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In addition to a reading list, the website lists various opportunities for
ongoing formation which take place at the church.
Their
Pathways
moves from “Believing
in Christ” to living a
“Christ-Centered Life.”
Because of differing
personalities, individual
preferences, and past
experiences, Christians
often find they have
experienced growth in
some areas more easily
than in others.
Pathways helps to identify those areas where more intentionality is needed.
The following screenshot shows one section of the pathways chart: prayer
and personal devotional practices.

Paradise Valley United
Methodist Church, Paradise
Valley, AZ, (www.pvumc.org)
suggests pathways of heart,
mind, soul and strength to
help people think about who
they are and how they want to
continue to grow.
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Adding New Luster to an Older Gem
GEMS #64-66 explored various ideas which
parishes are doing to support grandparents in their role
today. You might want to check these additional helps:

The assessment and
explanation of their
suggested pathways can
be found on the church
website.

All that is
offered for the
current year – to
accompany
people on the
various pathways
- is also available
on the website as
well as in a
printed booklet
available for each
member.



Long distance grandparents
https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2019/08/21/long-distancegrandparenting-not-easy-heres-how-these-families-make-it-work



Connecting with Grandchildren
https://grandkidsmatter.org/hot-topics/grandchildren/9-creativeways-to-connect-with-grandchildren-using-skype-orfacetime/?mc_cid=ac6b94b352&mc_eid=62ea809a65

Janet Schaeffler, OP
www.janetschaeffler.com
jschaeffler@adriandominicans.org
Past issues of GEMS are archived at www.janetschaeffler.com
Additional ideas for Adult Faith Formation Planning and Best Practices can be
found in:
 Deepening Faith: Adult Faith Formation in the Parish
https://www.litpress.org/Products/4652/Deepening-Faith
 The Seasons of Adult Faith Formation
http://www.lifelongfaith.com/store/p25/The_Seasons_of_Adult_Faith_
Formation.html and http://www.lifelongfaith.com/2015-adult-faithformation-symposium.html
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